UI/UX Designer (m/f)
Location: Munich
Are you passionate about technology and the disruption of the financial industry? We at CRX Markets are constantly
seeking creative thinkers. We are offering the possibility to step up your professional development through handson experience in a state-of-the-art FinTech environment. Our platform is built for the cloud ensuring high scalability
and resilience, and integrates with external systems via heavy duty middleware. We’ve already attracted some of
the largest multinational corporates, but to stay ahead of the game we need to further drive innovation and are
therefore looking for the best talents to join our team.

Your Role

Your Profile








Collaborate with key product stakeholders to
define requirements and prioritize key features

concepts and in-depth understanding of usability

Collaborate with developers, product owners and

principles, best practices and a impeccable

business analysts for optimal UI and UX

sense for aesthetics and latest design trends

Present design ideas to stakeholders, developers



concept models, design specifications,

diagrams/prototypes, user journeys/scenarios, as

interactive prototypes, wireframes and mockups




Strong work ethic with commitment to quality

through user interviews

and deadlines, focus on continuous learning and

Collaborate with visual designer to ensure

a desire to grow on our team

adherence to design guidelines and best practices
across all platforms


solutions

Evaluate existing UX design concepts, determine
user needs and facilitate usability research

Clear and concise communication skills,
enabling you to build consensus for your design

mockups



Solid skills at creating deliverables such as

and product owners through task flow

well as low and high-fidelity wireframes and


Portfolio demonstrating high-quality creative



Working knowledge in HTML, CSS and
JavaScript is a plus

Explore and keep current with latest UI and UX
design trends

Our Offer
This position provides the opportunity to be part of a great team in a high-paced FinTech environment. You get the
unique chance to push your career by gaining first-hand business experience from a network of the most innovative
and capable minds in the German finance industry. While aligning CRX’s long-term goals with our employees’
compensation, we offer an attractive package with several perks and benefits, including a share option program.
Are you up for the challenge? Please upload your documents including CV, cover letter, salary expectations and
your earliest possible starting date using our online application form.

